Florence & Beyond

The semester begins with a 5-day guided tour of Rome, during which students visit some of the most storied and spectacular sites of the ancient and modern city: the Coliseum, the Forum, the Pantheon, Piazza Navona, St. Peter’s & the Vatican, the Sistine Chapel, and others.

Additional trips to destinations around Tuscany and Italy will also be offered throughout the semester.

Florence University of the Arts offers a wide array of courses in many areas of study:

- Art History & Architecture
- Business & Economics
- Communication
- Digital & Studio Arts
- Fashion Design & Merchandising
- Food & Wine
- Health Sciences
- Hospitality & Tourism
- Interior & Product Design
- Internships & Volunteering
- Italian Culture
- Literature & Creative Writing
- Mathematics
- Natural Science
- Performing Arts
- Social Sciences

For more info, contact:
Daniela Viale
danielaviale@muhlenberg.edu
Benvenuti a Firenze! / Welcome to Florence!

The treasure that is the city of Florence has attracted visitors from every society from medieval to modern times. Though Florence is an ancient city, the focal point today is its magnificently preserved Renaissance art and architecture. Florence is a walkable, livable city, and is also a busy center for art and design, and home to leaders in architecture and the culinary arts.

Today Florence is also a busy center for art and design, and home to leaders in architecture and the culinary arts.

Florence's museums and churches contain many of the most important and influential works of medieval and Renaissance art. Florence is a walkable, livable city, and is also a busy center for art and design, and home to leaders in architecture and the culinary arts.

Muhlenberg students study with Prof. Viale and attend classes at the Florence University of the Arts, which offers a wide range of courses, including many that count as Muhlenberg study abroad credit.

No knowledge of Italian is necessary to attend. Students receive the same financial aid package for which they would be eligible if enrolled as a full time student at the Muhlenberg College campus.

Join Muhlenberg instructor of Italian, Daniela Viale, for a semester abroad in Florence, in the heart of Tuscany. Live and study in Florence, the cradle of the Renaissance, and one of Europe's most beautiful and culturally-rich cities.
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